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This modification will comprise of a remodelled interior with lots of living space, far better along
with better exterior, plus the safety of the SUV will likely be in the more impressive range. As
well, as outlined by several rumour, this future Honda Element design has identical motors
which will get several increases this coming year and far far better fuel economy. This Honda
Element may be more fashionable along with its body will likely be better. The exact same boxy
design exists, therefore, we will be able to observe more prominent blacked grille and apply
more stainless resources obviously. Changes will be noticeable, and even entry design is
entirely new. The particular purchasers will find the front lights which will be driven utilising
Driven engineering and also in the picture the exact same structure exists since in the present a
single. Even, the final stop is sure to get that better fender because the taillights that may utilise
the very same Guided technologies since the entrance. The actual engine will deliver now
significantly eye-catching seem as well as the roof structure is black coloured coated. Many of
the standard capabilities tend to be safety bags, grip handle, road continue to keep aid. Even
so, a number of the non-obligatory tend to be programmed urgent situation braking and even
adaptive cruise trip handle. Any internal from the Element could maximum benefit of your
changes. The company on this occasion will prove to add quite a few different technicians, and
even prospective buyers can get merely substantial-level of quality resources. As you may
know, its version will likely deliver considerably more living space, for the reason that
wheelbase will probably be extensive. The 2 main series of seating that may provide several
travellers present lots of living space and luxury. A newcomer to this current year unit would be
the background lighting effects. The particular impending design will likely be supplied having a
handful of trims. When it comes to safety, this season, the common attributes for this 12
months unit is a road guide program. The particular Honda Element AWD design depending on
several rumours includes the identical engine selections because of the forerunner. There are
actually specifically a couple of motors versions. The conventional powertrain can be a great 2.
Based on quite a few rumours, any production of that product is going to be raised and this also
calendar year design will receive close to 20 Horsepower over the existing 1. Another the initial
one is likewise beneath the cover from the original design. Even so, the following engine may
be the non-obligatory 1. Also, by many chit chat, its engine will receive a considerably
enhanced fuel economy. Sad to say, the state figures will not be nevertheless given. There is
not any specific launch date and even cost to the Element at this point. Even so, certain
speculations going around that its unit should go discounted in the centre of As well, the rise in
price may happen, as this product will offer additional technicians and even high-quality
products. Skip to content. About Author Mark. Reactivate now to get the information you were
looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care
FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not
a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at View all Honda Vehicles.
Aimed at the active outdoor enthusiast, it has a spacious and flexible interior with a
plastic-covered floor that is easy to clean. All four seats can fold back flat, making a bed of
sorts, and the rear seats fold up against the sides or can be removed. There's no pillar between
the front and the rear-hinged rear doors, so opening both creates a wide opening for loading
and unloading cargo. Despite these unique features, it wasn't as nice to live with overall as the
CR-V. Those rear-hinged rear doors can be a hassle, and the thick roof pillars interfere with the
view out. It's a long reach to the steering wheel, there are only seats for four, and a low payload
capacity limits its utility. The Element handles well enough, but is noisy and has a choppy ride.
Acceleration is adequate from the 2. Earlier versions had antilock brakes only on the EX trim;
ABS and stability control became standard for Before you buy, make sure the car fits your size.
These exceptional models meet our very highest standards for performance, safety, reliability,
and more. Latest Honda Videos. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. Make a
Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. The
Honda Element is well into its twilight years but remains a good option for those who desire a
proven and versatile compact utility. Entering its ninth model year without a major redesign, the
Honda Element compact crossover looks and performs pretty much as it did back when it
debuted in For many vehicles, such a length of time would result in a bottom-of-the-barrel
status for its respective vehicle segment. But the long-lived Element just keeps rolling along
year after year, as if to prove the inherent goodness of its original quirky design. Aside from
losing the sporty SC model and EX-only navigation option, the Honda Element carries over with
no content changes. However, it maintains a familiar set of strengths and weaknesses. We
appreciate its user-friendly nature, space-efficient design, distinctive styling, four-wheel-drive
option and room for four people and their gear. Loading cargo is a breeze thanks to the
Element's swing-out rear doors and rear seats that can either be flipped up or removed. A small
footprint and a boxy layout also help make the Element highly maneuverable in urban

environments. The Element was always particularly dog-friendly, but Fido really loves it now
thanks to the aptly named Dog Friendly package introduced last year with its fully enclosed
kennel and related accessories. On the downside, the Element's door layout can be
inconvenient for rear passengers, and on the move it's hampered by unimpressive acceleration
and fuel economy. As such, newer yet still distinctive competitors like the Kia Soul , Nissan
Cube and Scion xB might hold more appeal, while a host of more conventional crossovers offer
more power, room and refinement. But for a shopper looking for a small crossover SUV with
lots of cargo-friendly utility, the Element continues to be a fine choice. The base LX comes with
inch steel wheels, air-conditioning, full power accessories, a tilt steering wheel, cruise control,
keyless entry, a height-adjustable driver seat, folding and removable rear seats, a urethane
utility floor and a four-speaker CD sound system. The Dog Friendly dealer-installed accessory
package adds a rear car kennel, a pet bed, a stowable ramp, dog-patterned seat covers,
all-season floor mats, a spill-resistant water bowl, an electric fan and a bag dispenser. Every
Honda Element is motivated by a 2. Front-wheel drive is standard, while all-wheel drive is
available on both the LX and EX trim levels. With a portly curb weight of about 3, pounds, the
Element isn't very lively. In Edmunds testing, an EX model took a leisurely 10 seconds to
complete the mph dash. It isn't especially economical either. The Honda Element comes
standard with antilock disc brakes with brake assist, stability control, traction control, active
front head restraints, front side-impact airbags and full-length side curtain airbags. The Honda
Element has not been rated using the government's new, more strenuous crash-testing
procedures. Its ratings which aren't comparable to tests were a perfect five stars for frontal- and
side-impact protection. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety gives the Element a
highest-possible score of "Good" in its frontal-offset and side-impact collision tests. The Honda
Element won't win many street races with its modest four-cylinder engine, but it is smooth and
entirely adequate for commuting and regular everyday use. On the move, the Element is
surprisingly responsive and agile, though its ride is noticeably firmer than the average compact
crossover. The Element's box-on-wheels shape also pushes a lot of air that generates a
noticeable amount of wind noise at highway speeds. The Honda Element's cabin design is
purposeful but compromised by trade-offs. There's only room for four, while its competitors can
seat five or more. Getting in or out of the rear-seat area is an awkward two-step process
because of the lightweight rear half-doors; the front doors must be opened before passengers
can make their move through the small rear access. This operation can be annoying for drivers
who regularly transport rear passengers. On the plus side, the Element's theater-style seating
layout offers rear passengers generous room and exceptional views. A multitude of bins and
pockets throughout provide plenty of storage options for small items. Those same rear-hinged
access doors shine when it comes to loading cargo from the side. With the Element's rear seats
removed, there's an impressive 75 cubic feet of space available. Whether you're loading
camping gear, sports equipment or the family pet, the Element's urethane utility floor allows for
hose-out cleaning convenience when necessary. Dog lovers will be especially pleased with the
EX's dealer-installed Dog Friendly package, which includes an enclosed kennel, pet bed, ramp
and more. This is my second Element. I traded in my first after losing my dog. Unfortunately I
equated the car with the dog. Later I found out I missed the Element so much I had to have
another. The versatility is unmatched. You may not think it, but this is a very comfortable car on
a long trip. No back ache like I got from some of my other vehicles. On first two fill-ups got 25
MPG. Take the back seat out and you've got quite a hauler. I also like the fact that you can flip
up the back seats to the side if you have to and haul a large payload in an emergency. My wife
hounded no pun intended me until we bought a new Element. I am a Honda Sales Consultant
and knew the one we had in stock would be one of the last new ones we would be getting so we
traded our old 4Runner in on it. The Element is a blast to drive I also own an S and is the perfect
vehicle for our 2 Boxers and a Bulldog to ride in. It is also a great car to take to Lowes or Home
Depot. This car does not appeal to a large base. But once you own one and enjoy the versatility
and reliability you can become hooked. If you take the back seats out this baby becomes a van!
I did have another car in between but knew I had to have another. The haters don't like it
because it's ugly apparently. That's fine. More for me. I bought this brand new. Dog friendly
edition package. This car is pure perfection for ME. I am an avid cyclist, outdoorswoman,
adventure seeker, antique-er and so on.. It has no drain holes, dummy. It's not a 6 cylinder.
Pretty much the only bummer about this vehicle. Otherwise, it's irreplaceable. I have had
several strangers approach me asking if it's for sale. My omni blue pearl Elly is really a sea foam
green. And she's not for sale. I'm worried I'll never find a similar replacement. But if you ask me
what is close in style, utility, and performance? Maybe the Toyota RAV4. Honda, do me a favor,
bring back the Elly. Pretty sure it may be time to replace the brake pads. But that's about it thus
far. Write a review. See all 9 reviews. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the

Honda Element and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Element 4. Edmunds
consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what
other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns
including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are
available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers
like the Element. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the
Honda Element and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews
and recommendations for the Element featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,
performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Honda Element. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Honda Honda Element. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Seats only four rear half-doors impede rear ingress and egress unimpressive
acceleration and fuel economy. Other years. List Price Range. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review The Honda Element is well into its twilight years but remains a good
option for those who desire a proven and versatile compact utility. The optional manual
transmission and optional navigation system have also been discontinued. Honda says will be
the Element's final year before it's discontinued. Sponsored cars related to the Element. Most
helpful consumer reviews 4. Side Impact Test Good. People who viewed this also viewed 3. The
Edmunds experts tested the Element both on the road and at the track. You probably care about
Honda Element fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Element gets an EPA-estimated
21 mpg to 22 mpg, depending on the configuration. What about cargo capacity? When you're
thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the Element has And then
there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Honda Element is reliable,
read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's
like to live with the Element. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews,
and be sure to compare the Element's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles.
There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Honda Element is a good car. Safety
scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in
determining whether the Element is a good car for you. Check back soon for the official
Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. If you're interested in the Honda
Element, the next question is, which Element model is right for you? What do people think of
the Honda Element? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series
of ratings and reviews for the Honda Element and all model years in our database. Our Review
Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car
reviewers. What's a good price for a New Honda Element? Which Honda Elements are available
in my area? Can't find a new Honda Elements you want in your area? Consider a broader
search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Honda Element? Check out Honda lease
specials. Sign Up. Around the world people customize their cars adding things to make their
builds unique. There is something about ownership and customization I have never been able to
change about myself. Whether I am modifying my car or customizing my home, I think people

create their own versions of their stuff in order to assert ownership over these things. That, at
least, is the only reason I can think why people are so obsessed with modifying and
customizing their cars. Sometimes people modify their cars in a purely cosmetic approach and
sometimes people customize their cars to gain a new level of functionality. Before one sets off
to customize their Honda Element Mods I think it is important to distinguish what the goal of the
modification is to be. Most of the community, from my experience, uses the Honda Element as a
functional vehicle. We often use our Elements to haul our gear around, to bring our camping
lifestyle out into the world in search of adventure. Other people modify their Elements to
improve cosmetic appearance and a small few are modifying their Elements for performance
and track use. I do know one thing for sure, we are always looking for inspiration, looking to our
community to motivate the evolution of our modification hobby. This article is an attempt to do
just that, to inspire you to get out and customize your Honda Element! What is one mod you see
here that you would love to do to your own Honda Element? Leave your answer in the comment
section below! Rare Khaki color with black rims, blackedout headlights and grill and sporting a
yakima roof rack. In this video is showcased some of the most tricked out, customized and
modified honda elements out there. This video is like all of my goals in one video. I made this
video to help inspire the honda element community to get out there and tune their elements.
This article provides a great walk through on how to step-by-step change your Honda Element
Thermostat. Please do yourself the favor and replace this with The forthcoming Honda Element
is rumored to be coming to the markets at some point next year. A reliable source revealed that
the rebirth of this iconic SUV will get various refreshments. The customers should expect an
exterior overhaul and Honda will transform this model into a modern and an eye-catching SUV.
New Element is the next-gen model and it will look better than ever before. On the other hand,
this SUV will once again arrive with a conventionally boxy shape that distinguishes it from the
rest of the SUVs. We have no info about the possible engine options and how much this SUV is
going to cost. To this day, there were a lot of rumors about the Honda Feature. That means the
Element SUV will remain a small model with great maneuverability. The Japanese manufacturer
is going to make some improvements, including new styling and new exterior features. The new
design language is likely to happen, and we should foresee a more appealing front fascia. The
latest model provides an unusual design, followed by a sleek grid and a new LED lighting
system. On the back, Element features a bumper in a color different from the body, whi
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ch is another unique styling cue. In order to make the new Honda Element SUV more
competitive, the Japanese manufacturer will deliver significant upgrades. We assume that
Honda is going to completely redesign the cabin and make it more modern. Element SUV will
get more high-quality materials and more technology. The next step is to raise the level of
comfort. That means Honda will add new and more upright stuff. The new infotainment system
is available, along with the latest driver-assistance aids. It was the first pet-friendly SUV, and we
hope to see similar stuff from Honda in the future. At this moment, Honda did not reveal any
detail about the possible engine options. However, the Honda Element could arrive with a 2.
However, various speculations are present, and one of them predicts the same engine that
powers the current CR-V crossover. That means the Element could deploy a 1. Of course, a
hybrid powertrain is a possibility but nothing is official yet. Leave a Reply Cancel reply.

